
LETTER TO EVERYONE
LOVING NATURE AND PEACE
Wave of Healing Peace

Dear Friends of Nature and Peace,

We thank you for sharing messages and ideas with us on social media and/or
for visiting our web pages. Without your support we could not do much.

We feel that we are connected and therefore we send you a personal invitation
to be part of the "Wave of Healing Peace" or "Wave of Peace" which was
officially launched on 12.12.21 known as the Day of Peace and Liberation.

Together we can awaken those who run this world to be ashamed of the mess
the world is in. Making them feel that they can do nothing but change the way
we treat Nature and our fellow humans beings. Nature is used and abused as a
mere commodity, whereas she is the essence and Life. Too many people are
left out and/or abused commercially or otherwise. This cannot be called
civilization. It is primitive madness. It seems that anything is allowed to generate
money.

The creation of a global Peace Wave will send a strong signal to our leaders
(who often deceive us) and make them feel the urgency to join the Natura Pax
Convention, which is inspired by Nature and Peace, and which calls for a global
cleansing of mentality and a clean-up of the environment, as well as an
immediate cessation of all wars.

Deliberate pollution must be stopped, as it goes against Lex Mater, the Law of
all laws or the Law of Peace. Respect for people and Nature is a basic principle
that must be defended by all. Lex Mater must be the basis of the New World of
Peace. The world that all countries and nations should be part of.

We all win, when no one loses
Every truly human being feels what Nature is feeling and is increasingly fed up
and frustrated by the inertia or lack of decisions. Decisions not being made due
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to the "divide and rule" mentality of many leaders today. Leading us all to more
disasters. The motto should be: "we all win, when no one or Nature loses".

We invite you to visit our website www.naturapax.net to find out what we can all
do to "be the change" that everyone and Natura Mater needs. We all feel the
need to demand leaders to change or leave the stage and let paxiticians or
"leaders of Natura Pax" to take over.

If all goes well with Pax 21, it will change the face of history.

Please share and invite your friends too.

Majai'vi (new greeting and symbol of Peace).

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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